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ADOPTION OF THE SECOND REPORT OF THE LEGAL SUB-COMMITTEE TO THE COMMITTEE
ON ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE AND LEGAL MATTERS (document AS/AFL/25).

The CHAIRMAN invited comment on the second report to the Committee on
Administration, Finance and Legal Matters (document A8/AFL/25).

Mr CALDERWOOD (United States of America), calling attention to section В, I I I
of the report, suggested that the vote recorded at the end of the first paragraph in
respect of the adoption ef a particular amendment should be deleted in the interest
of uniformity since the result of voting had not been recorded elsewhere in the
report, although a vote had been taken on several amendments.

The CHAIRMAN said that he understood that a delegation had requested that the
vote on that particular question should be included in the report.
It was agreed, in the absence of any objection, to delete the reference to the
voting on that amendment.

Mr S0RENSEN (Denmark), Rapporteur, drew attention to the inclusion by the
Secretariat and the Rapporteur of the words "and of Rule (84) 88 bis" in Rule (10) 12
as a consequence of the Sub-Committee's decision to adopt the new Rule referred to,

Mr LIVERAN (Israel) proposed a minor drafting amendment to paragraph I I , subparagraph (c) and suggested the deletion of the word "taken" at the beginning of the
sub-paragraph, as well as the word "so" in the clause " i f the Assembly has so decided".
That amendment was approved.

Decision i The second report of the Legal Sub-Committee to the Committee on
Administration, Finance and Legal Matters was adopted unanimously•
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The CHAIRMAN thanked the members of the Sub-Committee, as well as the Rapporteur
and the Secretariat, for their co-operation.

Mr CALDERWOOD (United States of America) expressed his appreciation of the
manner in which the Chairman had conducted the business of the Sub-Committee,

The meeting rose at 9^30 a.m.

